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Introduction 

The ESPON project TRACC (TRansport ACCessibility at regional/local scale and patterns in 
Europe) aimed at taking up and updating the results of previous studies on accessibility at the 
European scale, to extend the range of accessibility indicators by further indicators responding to 
new policy questions, to extend the spatial resolution of accessibility indicators and to explore the 
likely impacts of policies at the European and national scale to improve global, European and re-
gional accessibility in the light of new challenges, such as globalisation, energy scarcity and cli-
mate change. 

The Transnational Project Group (TPG) for the ESPON project TRACC consisted of the following 
seven Project Partners:  

- Spiekermann & Wegener, Urban and Regional Research (S&W), Dortmund, Germany (Lead 
Partner) 

- Charles University of Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Social Geography and Re-
gional Development (PrF UK), Prague, Czech Republic 

- RRG Spatial Planning and Geoinformation, Oldenburg i.H., Germany 

- MCRIT, Barcelona, Spain 

- University of Oulu, Department of Geography (FOGIS), Oulu, Finland 

- TRT Trasporti e Territorio, Milan, Italy 

- S. Leszczycki Institute of Geography and Spatial Organisation, Polish Academy of Sciences 
(IGIPZ PAN), Warsaw, Poland 

 

This report is part of the TRACC Final Report. The TRACC Final Report is composed of four vol-
umes. 

- Volume 1 contains the Executive Summary and a short version of the Final Report 

- Volume 2 contains the TRACC Scientific Report, i.e. a comprehensive overview on state of the 
art, methodology and concept, and in particular results on the global, Europe-wide and regional 
accessibility analyses and subsequent conclusions of the TRACC project. 

- Volume 3 contains the TRACC Regional Case Study Book. Here, each of the seven case stud-
ies conducted within the project is reported in full length.  

- Volume 4 contains the TRACC Accessibility Indicator Factsheets, i.e. detailed descriptions of all 
accessibility indicators used in the project. 
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1  TRACC accessibility indicator system 

The review of accessibility studies done in TRACC (see Volume 2) has shown that there is no 
single standard accessibility indicator serving all purposes. The conclusion for TRACC was 
therefore to develop a systematic and consistent set of accessibility indicators which is derived 
from the conceptual framework as laid down in Chapter 3 of Volume 2 and which matches the 
following requirements: 

- As different types of accessibility indicators provide answers to different questions, the three 
generic types of accessibility indicators, i.e. travel cost, cumulated opportunities (daily accessi-
bility) and potential accessibility should be used at all levels considered.  

- The TRACC project is expected to analyse accessibility at very different spatial levels ranging 
from the global through the European to the regional level. 

- The spatial coverage should be at least the ESPON space. Candidate countries and other 
countries of the Western Balkan should be included if possible. Regional case studies should 
cover different types of the regional typologies developed by ESPON. 

- The spatial resolution should be appropriate. This is NUTS-3 for the Europe-wide indicators and 
LAU-2 for the regional case studies. In addition, raster representations of space should be ex-
plored to analyse to what extent a finer spatial resolution influences results. 

- All relevant transport modes should be addressed, i.e. road, rail and public transport, air and 
water as well as combinations of modes as multimodal aggregation and intermodal trip chains. 

- Traditional accessibility indicators should be amended by newer forms of accessibility. The tra-
ditional indicators should guarantee continuity with previous ESPON studies; in particular the 
potential accessibility indicator should be updated to a recent year. 

- There should be accessibility indicators dealing with passenger travel and indicators dealing 
with freight transport.  

Table 1.1 presents the resulting TRACC set of accessibility indicators. The indicator set is differ-
entiated by the three main spatial contexts to be taken into account (global, European, regional), 
and at each level further differentiated by travel and freight. For the European level, accessibility 
indicators for travel are further divided into traditional and newer ones. For the regional level, the 
indicators are differentiated into those regional indicators for both travel and freight that can be 
calculated for the whole of Europe and those that will be calculated in the regional case studies. 
For the latter, a distinction is made between traditional indicators and indicators looking at the 
accessibility to selected services of general interest to reflect current policy debates on the sub-
ject of services of general interest. For all levels, each generic indicator type is represented by 
one indicator.  
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Table 1.1. TRACC set of accessibility indicators  

Spatial  
context 

Basic charac-
teristics 

Generic type of accessibility indicator 

Travel cost Cumulated  
opportunities 

Potential 

Global Travel Access to global  
cities  

Travel time (intermodal) 
to global city (New York) 

Global travel  
connectivity  

Number of flights from 
European airports to in-
tercontinental destina-
tions reachable within 
three hours 

Global potential  
accessibility travel 

Intermodal accessibility 
to intercontinental flights 
of European airports 
weighted by seat capac-
ity as mass 

Freight Access to global 
freight hubs 

Travel time/cost (inter-
modal) to major intercon-
tinental terminals (New 
York, Shanghai) 

Global freight  
connectivity  

Intercontinental container 
throughput of European 
sea ports reachable 
within maximum travel 
time  

Global potential  
accessibility freight 

By road and rail to con-
tainer throughput of 
European sea ports 

Europe Travel  
(traditional) 

Access to top ten 
MEGAs 

Average fastest travel 
time to top group of 
MEGAs 

European daily  
accessibility travel 

Daily accessibility to 
population by road, rail, 
fastest mode 

European potential  
accessibility travel  

To population by road, 
rail, air, multimodal  

Travel  
(new) 

Travel speed 
 

Average travel speed by 
road and rail 

Urban connectivity 
 

Urban connectivity by 
road, rail, air, intermodal 

European potential  
acc. intermodal travel  

To population intermodal 

Freight Access to nearest  
maritime ports 

Generalised cost to 
nearest maritime port 

European daily  
accessibility freight 

GDP accessible within 
allowed lorry driving time 

European potential  
accessibility freight 

Accessibility potential to 
GDP by different modes  

Regional Travel  
(Europe-wide) 

Access to high-level 
transport infrastructure

Weighted access time to 
motorway exits, rail sta-
tions, airports 

Availability of urban 
functions 

Cities > 50.000 within 60 
minutes by road and rail 

National potential  
accessibility travel 

To national population by 
road and rail 

Freight  
(Europe-wide) 

Access to  
freight terminals 

Weighted access time to 
freight terminals 

Availability of freight 
terminals  

Freight terminals within 2 
h by lorry 

National potential  
accessibility freight 

To national GDP by lorry 

Travel  
(case studies, 
traditional) 

Access to  
regional centres 

Travel time to nearest 
regional centre by road 
and public transport/rail 

Daily accessibility of 
jobs 

Jobs accessible within 60 
minutes by road and pub-
lic transport/rail  

Regional potential  
accessibility 

To population by road 
and public transport/rail 

Travel  
(case studies, 
to services of 
general inter-
est)  

Access to 
health care facilities 

Travel time to nearest 
hospital 

Availability of  
secondary schools 

Number of secondary 
schools within 30 minutes  
travel time 

Potential accessibility 
to basic health care 

Potential accessibility to 
general practice surger-
ies 
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2  Global accessibility indicators 

 

2.1 Access to global cities, travel 

 

Indicator name 

Access to global cities, travel 

Spatial context 

Global 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS-3 regions 

Destinations 

New York (US) 

Modes 

Intermodal 

 

Description and rationale 

The indicator is defined as the total travel time to reach a selected global city from a European 
region. New York serves as examples for a non-European global city here. 

The indicator reflects one aspect of the integration of regions into the global economy, namely 
the travel time to one of the top global financial centre outside Europe.  

Equation 

Ai = cigm 

 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the travel time to the global city 

cigm is the shortest travel time between region i and the global city g by intermodal trip chain m 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the shortest total travel time to New York City is calculated. This in-
cludes the travel time from the region by road and maybe air to airports with intercontinental 
flights to New York plus the flight time between that airport and one of the New York airports. 
Transfer times at the airports and travel time from the New York airports to downtown Manhat-
tan are included as well. . 

Database 

Road network: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The travel times to New York differ very much across European regions (Figure 2.1). There are 
regions in Europe from which the total travel time is clearly below 15 hours. Not surprisingly, 
these regions are located in western parts of Europe with close access to airports with inter-
continental flights. Countries in which most of the regions belong to this favourable group are 
the UK, Ireland, Iceland, Portugal and the Benelux. In addition, there are larger areas around 
Paris, Frankfurt, Madrid; Milano and Zürich and some smaller areas in Spain or France benefit-
ting from relatively low travel times which can also be experienced when travelling from Co-
penhagen, Vienna or Rome. However, travel times clearly increase up to 18 hours in other re-
gions of western Europe that have a longer access to intercontinental flight services; similar 
travel times have to be expected when travelling from capital city regions in eastern or northern 
Europe. Longest travel times exist from non-metropolitan regions in northern and eastern 
Europe; for few regions it might take almost a full day to travel to New York. 
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Figure 2.1. Access to global cities, travel 
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2.2 Global travel connectivity 
 

Indicator name 

Global travel connectivity 

Spatial context 

Global 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS-3 regions 

Destinations 

Flights from European air-
ports to intercontinental desti-
nations 

Modes 

Intermodal 

 

Description and rationale 

Being of the accessibility indicator type of cumulative opportunities, the indicator sums up the 
number of global destinations to which a departure flight can be reached within a maximum 
travel time of five hours. So, if an airport is reachable from a region within the maximum travel 
time, the intercontinental destinations served from that airport will be added to the regional 
global connectivity value. 

The interest with this indicator is not related to a single destination such as an individual global 
city, but to all global destinations  The indicator reflects one other transport related aspect of 
the integration of regions into the global economy, namely the air connectivity of regions to 
global destinations in all parts of the world outside Europe. 

Equation 

 	 ∑ 	 											 				 				  

 																																												 				 		 	  
 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the global travel connectivity value 

Da is the number of intercontinental destinations served from airport a 

ciam is the shortest travel time between region i and the airport a by intermodal trip chain m 

cmax is the threshold value for the maximum travel time from region i to an airport  

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the shortest total intermodal travel times by road and air to airports 
with intercontinental flight services is calculated. If an airport is within a maximum travel time of 
five hours, the intercontinental destinations served from that airport are added to the regional 
global connectivity value. Double counting of destinations for one region is excluded. 

Database 

Road network: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Figure 2.2 shows a very strict differentiation of European regions with areas of high global con-
nectivity in the UK, the Benelux, parts of Germany, France and Northern Italy. However, high-
est global connectivity can be found in south-western Europe, namely in Barcelona, Madrid and 
Lisbon. Those regions benefit on the one hand from serving several global destinations on their 
own and from having good access times to other European intercontinental hubs. In northern 
and eastern Europe only the capital regions have higher global connectivity all other regions 
are clearly much behind.  
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Figure 2.2. Global travel connectivity 
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2.3 Global potential accessibility travel 
 

Indicator name 

Global potential accessibility travel 

Spatial context 

Global 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Potential 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS-3 regions 

Destinations 

European airports with flights 
to intercontinental destina-
tions 

Modes 

Intermodal 

 

Description and rationale 

As a proxy for global potential accessibility, the indicator sums up for each region the annual 
intercontinental seat capacity of airports in Europe weighted by an intermodal travel time to 
reach that airport.   

The interest with this indicator is not related to a single destination such as an individual global 
city, but to all global destinations  The indicator reflects another transport related aspect of the 
integration of regions into the global economy, namely the easiness in terms of travel time to 
reach intercontinental flights expressed as annual intercontinental seat capacity.   

Equation 

 	 ∑ 	  
 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the global accessibility potential travel 

Sa is the annual intercontinental seat capacity of airport a 

ciam is the shortest travel time between region i and the airport a by intermodal trip chain m 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the shortest total intermodal travel times by road and air to airports 
with intercontinental flight services is calculated. The intercontinental annual seat capacity of 
the airports is used as attraction, i.e. the mass term in the calculation of the potential accessi-
bility. For the global accessibility potential travel, for each region these European airport attrac-
tion terms weighted by the travel time to reach them are summed up. 

Database 

Road network: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Figure 2.3 shows huge disparities in Europe with areas of very high global accessibility poten-
tial around intercontinental airport in the UK, the Benelux, western parts of Germany, Denmark, 
France Spain and Northern Italy. Global accessibility potential very quickly goes down below 
European average apart from those airports. Most regions in northern and eastern Europe, in 
southern Italy and in Spain and Portugal are very clear below European average. 
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Figure 2.3. Global potential accessibility travel 
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2.4 Access to global freight hubs 
 

Indicator name 

Access to global freight hubs 

Spatial context 

Global 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

NUTS3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS3 regions 

Destinations: 

Shanghai (PRC) or New York 
(USA) 

Modes 

Maritime - Air 

 

Description and rationale 

This indicator is defined as generalised travel cost by maritime transport (plus land feeder 
modes required to reach a European port or airport from zones which do not have one) the ma-
jor intercontinental terminals of Shanghai (PRC) or New York (USA).  

This indicator shows how long is to reach overseas gateway to two major extra-European mar-
kets. Despite transport cost is just one factor among others, more accessible zones have a 
comparative advantage to export goods overseas. Therefore zones with a higher accessibility 
to global freight hubs are in better position, coeteris paribus, as trade partners of North Ameri-
can and Chinese markets. 

Equation 

INDim = GTCijm  

Where: 

INDim = Indicator value for zone i and mode m  

GTCijm  = Generalised travel cost by mode m between zone i and destination j (New York ter-
minal or Shanghai terminal) 

Details on the indicator calculation 

Generalised cost from origin zone and the overseas destination is made of monetary cost plus 
the money equivalent of travel time. Both travel cost and travel time are computed by means of 
modelling assignment. Two main components can be identified for both cost and time:  

 The part of route from the origin zone to an European terminal connected to overseas 
destinations 

 The part of route from the European terminal to the final overseas destination 

As far as the first component is concerned, the modelling assignment concern the maritime or 
the air modes. Since only a subgroup of 25 European ports and 11 European airports are 
modelled as intercontinental ports/airports, from zones where a non-intercontinental port (air-
port) exists, the path by coastal sea shipping (air freight) to the most convenient intercontinen-
tal port (airport) is estimated. For zones without a port or airport, the model searches for a path 
towards the most convenient port (airport) by means of a feeder inland mode (road, rail, etc.). If 
this port (airport) is not an intercontinental one, coastal sea shipping (air freight) is used to 
reach the intercontinental terminal.  

The second component is easier as a fixed travel time and a fixed travel cost is modelled for 
each intercontinental port (airport) towards New York and towards Shanghai.  

The reference for maritime travel time and cost is to containerships as they are the most repre-
sentative of modern overseas deep sea shipping transport.   
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Database 

NUTS-3 region boundaries come from (ESPON database). Transport networks come from the 
TRANS-TOOLS model (road, rail), the RRG GIS Database (inland navigation, air freight) and 
the TRUST model (maritime). Data about intercontinental container throughput of European 
ports is from EUROSTAT. Data about the freight traffic of airports and the number of extra-
European locations connected to each airport are taken from ETISplus database working data. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The maps show that maritime accessibility to global hubs is significantly affected by the geo-
graphical position of regions. In general, Western European zones are more accessible to the 
New York hub, while the South-eastern European zones are more accessible to the Shanghai 
hub. This happens because the travel time from the European intercontinental terminal (port or 
airport) until the overseas hubs is the most significant component of the indicator.  

However, the indicator takes into account that accessibility to European intercontinental ports is 
more critical than the connection from the European port to the overseas port. The navigation 
time for deep sea shipping is usually far less important than the time and cost of the European 
leg of the shipment. That’s why the accessibility to maritime global hubs of inner regions basi-
cally depends on their accessibility to the most convenient European intercontinental port and 
convenience is defined by the generalised cost needed to reach such European ports from the 
region and not by the distance of these ports from the intercontinental hub. For instance, de-
spite reaching Shanghai is faster from Genoa than from Le Havre, for the Paris region the latter 
is a much more convenient port than the former. Therefore the maritime accessibility to Shang-
hai from Paris is based on the navigation time from Le Havre and not from Genoa because the 
generalised cost, corrected to take into account that the inland leg is more important, is mini-
mised for the route passing through Le Havre. 

The geographical position is therefore very important, but it is not the only element. Zones with 
a lower connectivity to intercontinental terminals have a lower maritime accessibility to global 
hubs even if in a better geographical position. For instance, Northern Poland has lower values 
of maritime accessibility to Shanghai than Southern UK or Portugal is less accessible by sea 
from New York than central Spain.  

The travel time difference for air transport is of course much smaller than for maritime trans-
port. Also, the air time to New York or Shanghai is not so much different leaving from one or 
another European hub airport. Therefore the regions location in pure geographical terms is not 
very relevant for air freight accessibility to global hubs, instead the accessibility is almost en-
tirely explained by the closeness to an intercontinental airport. So the regions surrounding the 
main European airports show better level of air accessibility to global hubs in term of general-
ised cost. Thus, zones in the northern periphery of Europe have a significantly lower air acces-
sibility to global hubs because they are far away to major airports and need either long feeder-
age services by truck or to change flight.  

Since the key aspect for global air accessibility is the access to intercontinental European air-
ports, rather than the distance to overseas destination, there is basically no difference between 
the accessibility to Shanghai and the accessibility to New York. 
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Figure 2.4. Maritime access to global freight hubs (New York)  
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Figure 2.5. Maritime access to global freight hubs (Shanghai) 
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Figure 2.6. Air access to global hubs freight (New York)   
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Figure 2.7. Air access to global hubs freight (Shanghai)   
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2.5 Global freight connectivity 
 

Indicator name 

Global freight connectivity 

Spatial context 

Global 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level: 

NUTS3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS3 regions 

Destinations 

Intercontinental  
European container 
ports 

Modes 

Road – Rail – Water (coastal 
sea shipping and inland navi-
gation) 

 

Description and rationale 

This indicator is defined as the intercontinental container throughput of European ports that can 
be reached within a maximum freight transport time of 36 hours (road) or 48 hours (rail) or 72 
hours (water).  

The more intercontinental throughput can be reached the more trade opportunities are easily 
accessible for one region. This indicator is focused on the European leg of global accessibility 
and it is therefore somewhat complementary to the indicator “accessibility to global hubs”. The 
time threshold considered by the indicator is different by mode to take into account different 
fixed times (e.g. load/unload). 

Equation 
INDim = ΣhHm Wh  

Where: 

INDim = Indicator value for zone i and mode m  

Hm = set of European container ports connected to overseas destinations that can be reached 
within 36 (48, 72) hours with mode m (road, rail, water) from zone i. 

Wh = Intercontinental container throughput of port h  

Details on the indicator calculation 

The travel time from each zone to the intercontinental ports is computed by means of modelling 
assignment. For each mode an independent assignment is performed. For mode “water” ports 
can be accessed either by inland navigation or by coastal sea shipping. Zones without a mari-
time or inland port can reach the most convenient one by road or rail used as feeder modes. 
Travel time includes any fixed time, e.g. loading, transhipment during intermodal chains. Also 
resting time for truck drivers is considered in the calculation, that’s why the threshold is set to 
36 hours which corresponds nearly to 24 driving hours.  

Database 

NUTS-3 region boundaries come from (ESPON database). Transport networks come from the 
TRANS-TOOLS model (road, rail), the RRG GIS Database (inland navigation) and the TRUST 
model (maritime). Data about intercontinental container throughput of European ports is from 
EUROSTAT. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

As far as road is concerned, a clear separation is visible between central Europe and periph-
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eral Europe in terms of global freight connectivity. Peripheral regions are connected to a much 
lower amount of intercontinental container throughput and several regions in the north are even 
unable to reach an intercontinental container port within 36 hours by road. Within the periphery, 
the western regions are better than the south-eastern ones. This is due to the geographical 
position of the more important intercontinental ports (most are in the North Sea) but also to the 
poorer road infrastructure in the Balkan area (some zones in the former Yugoslavia region 
show a very poor global freight connectivity). 

The same pattern can be observed also for rail even if the larger time threshold together with 
the high density of intermodal centres allows more zones to be included among those with a 
high global freight connectivity.  

When the water connectivity is considered, the map shows that even taking a period of three 
days (72 hours) the accessibility indicator is non-zero only for a few coastal zones. For all other 
zones, either loading time or navigation time or both makes all intercontinental container ports 
unreachable within the fixed time threshold. This applies also to regions located along some 
important inland waterways such as the Rhine river since barges are very slow and tranship-
ment at ports is also time consuming (and furthermore barges can stop in intermediate ports to 
drop part of their load) such as only zones within a range of 200-250 km from ports can be 
reached (on average) within 72 hours.  

The level of connectivity is therefore much different if land or water modes are considered, 
nevertheless the North Sea area is the one with the highest global freight connectivity. The 
ports in this area are the main gates towards overseas regions and the surrounding regions 
can enjoy a clear advantage in terms of accessibility. 
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Figure 2.8. Global freight connectivity  
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Figure 2.9. Global freight connectivity  
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Figure 2.10. Global freight connectivity  
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2.6 Global potential accessibility freight 
 
Indicator name 

Global potential accessibility freight 

Spatial context 

Global 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Potential accessibility 

Spatial level 

NUTS3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS3 regions 

Destinations 

Intercontinental  
European container 
ports 

Modes 

Road – Rail – Water (coastal 
sea shipping and inland navi-
gation) – multimodal  

 

Description and rationale 

The indicator is a construct of two functions: 

 attractiveness of the intercontinental ports measured by their intercontinental container 
throughput  

 generalised cost needed to reach the intercontinental ports from the regions using a 
given mode 

This indicator allows to identify a ranking of the regions according to their proximity to the main 
gates for the global trade. The accessibility to all intercontinental ports matters so being very 
close to just one big port is not enough to get a high rank according to this indicator. 

Equation 

INDim = ΣhH Wh
α GTCihm

-β 

Where: 

H = set of European container ports connected to overseas destinations. 

GTCihm = Generalised cost (in €/ton) to reach port h from zone i using mode m  

Wh = Intercontinental container throughput of port h 

α,β = Calibration parameters  

Details on the indicator calculation 

The generalised travel cost from each zone to the intercontinental ports is computed by means 
of modelling assignment. For each mode an independent assignment is performed. For mode 
“water” ports can be accessed either by inland navigation or by coastal sea shipping. Zones 
without a maritime or inland port can reach the most convenient one by road or rail used as 
feeder modes. Travel time includes any fixed time, e.g. loading, transhipment during intermodal 
chains. Also resting time for truck drivers is considered in the calculation. 

Multimodal indicator is computed using the logsum of the generalised cost of single modes: 

GTCih = -1/λ * lnΣm exp(-λ * GTCihm) 

The λ parameter has been set to 0.5  

The value of the indicator depends on the calibration parameters α,β. As usual the α parameter 
is set to 1 (i.e. the attractiveness of the ports is measured by the pure value of their interconti-
nental throughput). The β is set to 0.5 as this value has proved to provide the most convincing 
distribution of values across zones. 
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The mapped values are ratios with respect to the average (for each mode the own average has 
been considered). 

Database 

NUTS-3 region boundaries come from (ESPON database). Transport networks come from the 
TRANS-TOOLS model (road, rail), the RRG GIS Database (inland navigation) and the TRUST 
model (maritime). Data about intercontinental container throughput of European ports is from 
EUROSTAT. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

For all modes, global potential accessibility shows a clear centre-to-periphery pattern with 
Benelux, north-west of Germany, north of France and South England ranked well above the 
average. This pattern is explained since North Sea ports are the most attractive destinations 
and are generally quite conveniently accessible given their central position (of course that the 
biggest ports are also central is probably not a mere combination). The pattern is particularly 
clear for road accessibility as road infrastructures are more evenly distributed than terminals, 
intermodal centres, etc. Rail accessibility, for instance, shows some discontinuity because of 
the location of intermodal centres. Two zones close to each other, one with an intermodal cen-
tre and the other without such facility can have more different accessibility than just their rela-
tive position might suggest. This is even clearer for water accessibility, for which coastal zones 
are generally ranked higher than inner zones, with the exception of the regions where inland 
waterways are well developed. Since such zones are close to the North Sea ports, the spatial 
pattern is strengthen. The multimodal indicator confirms the better accessibility of the zones 
around the North Sea although some coastal zones in the periphery are close or above to the 
average. 
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Figure 2.11. Global potential accessibility freight by road  
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Figure 2.12. Global potential accessibility freight by rail  
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Figure 2.13. Global potential accessibility freight by water  
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Figure 2.14. Multimodal global potential accessibility freight  
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3  European accessibility indicators 
 

3.1 Access to top group of MEGAs 

 
Indicator name 

Access to top group of MEGAs 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS-3 regions 

Destinations 

Top group of MEGAs 

Modes 

Fastest (of road, rail, air) 

 

Description and rationale 

The travel time to the top level of urban agglomerations in Europe is an indication of the re-
gional linkages to the urban system in Europe. The indicator gives the average travel time from 
the regions to the upper level subset of the European MEGAs? For each NUTS-3 region the 
fastest travel time of road, rail and air transport to reach each core of the top group of MEGAs 
is calculated. The indicator expresses the average travel time. .  

Equation 

 

 	
∑

 

 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the average fastest travel time to the top 
group of MEGAs 

cijf is the shortest travel time between region i and the MEGA j by fastest mode f 

n is the number of MEGAs belonging to the top group of MEGAs 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the fastest travel time of road, rail and air to reach the top level of 
MEGAs has been calculated. The top level of MEGAs consist of 27 MEGAs as identified by the 
ESPON project 1.1.1 of the ESPON Programme 2006, namely Madrid, Barcelona, Paris, Ge-
neva, Zürich, Torino, Milano, Roma, Wien, Athens, München, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Köln, 
Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Berlin, Brüssel, Amsterdam, London, Manchester, Dublin, Kopenhagen, 
Oslo, Göteborg, Stockholm and Helsinki. The indicator value is expressed for each region as 
the average fastest travel time to these 27 destinations.  

Database 

Road and rail networks: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Top MEGA: ESPON 1.1.1 of ESPON Programme 2006 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Figure 3.1 displays the average travel time value for the European regions. In correspondence 
with the location of top MEGAs across Europe, lowest average travel time are in regions lo-
cated in the highly urbanised belt stretching from the UK via Benelux, western Germany and 
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Switzerland to Northern Italy. From here, travel time continuously increase towards the regions 
at the edge of the ESPON space. However, remarkable exceptions are regions around top 
MEGAs in those remote areas. The range of average travel time is from less than five hours to 
about twelve hours. 
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Figure 3.1. Access to top group of MEGAs by fastest mode 
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3.2 European daily accessibility travel 
 

Indicator name 

European daily accessibility travel 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS-3 regions 

Destinations 

NUTS-3 regions and regions 
of neighbouring countries 

Modes 

Road, rail, fastest mode (of 
road, rail, air) 

 

Description and rationale 

How many people can be reached from a region within a day's round trip or how many people 
can visit my region within a day's round trip. This indicator of the cumulative opportunities 
group of accessibility indicators sums up the number of persons in other European regions that 
can be reached within a one way travel time of five hours (door-to-door). Five hours maximum 
travel time is used to allow for at least five hours of activities at the destinations before return-
ing back in the evening, i.e. a maximum travel time of 15 hours; therefore the indicator is la-
belled as daily accessibility. 

Equation 

 

 	 ∑ 	 																				 				 		 	  

 																																												 				 		 	  

 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the daily accessibility value 

Pj  is the number of inhabitants living in region j 

cijm is the shortest travel time between region i and the region j by mode m 

cmax is the threshold value for the maximum travel time between regions 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the shortest travel times by road, rail and fastest mode (road, rail, air) 
to all other NUTS-3 regions in Europe and regions in neighbouring countries are calculated. If 
another region is within a maximum travel time of five hours, the population living in that region 
are added to the regional daily accessibility indicator of the origin region.  

Database 

Road and rail networks: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Figures 3.2 to 3.4 show for road, rail and fastest mode chains that the range of daily accessibil-
ity values is between a few thousand persons reachable in rather remote areas and up to about 
180 million people reachable from the best connected metropolitan areas in the UK, France, 
the Benelux countries, Germany and Switzerland  
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Figure 3.2. European daily accessibility travel by road 
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Figure 3.3. European daily accessibility travel by rail 
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Figure 3.4. European daily accessibility travel by fastest mode 
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3.3 European potential accessibility travel 
 

Indicator name 

European potential accessibility travel 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Potential 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 

Origins 

NUTS-3 

Destinations 

NUTS-3 regions and regions 
of neighbouring countries 

Modes 

Road, rail, air, multimodal 

 

Description and rationale 

Accessibility potential indicators are based on the assumption that the attraction of a destina-
tion increases with size and declines with distance or travel time or cost. Therefore both size 
and distance of destinations are taken into account. Population in the destination regions re-
flect the size, travel time the impedance.  

The accessibility potential indicators reflect the relative competitive position of European re-
gions towards European destinations.   

Equation 

 	 ∑ 	  

 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the European accessibility potential travel 

Pj is the population of region j 

cijm is the shortest travel time between region i and the region j by mode m 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the population in all destination regions is weighted by the travel time 
to go there. The weighted population is summed up to the indicator value for the accessibility 
potential of the origin region. All indicator values are expressed as index, i.e. related to the 
ESPON average. The potential accessibility indicator is calculated for road, rail, air and as an 
multimodal aggregate. 

Database 

Road and rail networks: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Accessibility potential by road and rail show the traditional core-periphery pattern in Europe 
with highest accessibility in Belgium and neighbouring regions of Germany (Figures 3.4 and 
3.5). Because high-level road infrastructure serves all regions there, highest accessibility forms 
a plateau. High-speed rail serves hubs and corridors, so, highest accessibility is visible along 
major corridors. In addition, high-speed rail is able to extent the areas of high accessibility to 
the outside. This is in particular visible in France with the corridors of high accessibility towards 
the Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea. For both transport modes, accessibility goes gradually 
down when coming to regions more apart from those high-accessibility areas.  

Accessibility potential by air shows a distinct picture (Figure 3.6). The major airport regions and 
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their close surroundings have highest accessibility. This is also true in countries that have 
lower accessibility for other modes. Disparities in accessibility are now visible between but also 
within countries. Multimodal accessibility as a combination of the three modal accessibilities 
shows a somewhat intermediate spatial pattern (Figure 3.7). It can be seen that regions that 
are not served by good air connection might be compensated by other good transport links for 
road and in particular rail. However, this is true for regions in France, Germany etc., but not for 
regions in Eastern Europe.  
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Figure 3.5. European potential accessibility travel by road  
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Figure 3.6. European potential accessibility travel by rail  
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Figure 3.7. European potential accessibility travel by air  
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Figure 3.8. European potential accessibility travel multimodal
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3.4 Travel Speed 
 

Indicator name 

Travel speed 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS-3 regions 

Destinations 

NUTS-3 regions 

Modes 

Road, rail 

 

Description and rationale 

What is the average travel speed to serve regional transport demand? The rationale of this in-
dicator is based on the assumption that transport policy cannot provide the same degree of 
accessibility everywhere in Europe, but might provide the same quality of the infrastructure by 
delivering comparable speeds to the regional transport demand. First, regional transport de-
mand will be calculated by a negative exponential model in which the number of trips from the 
region to all other regions is estimated. Then, the travel time to the destination regions will be 
converted to airline speeds. Finally, the average travel speed of a region will be calculated as 
the trip-weighted average speed to all other regions. This will be done for rail and road modes. 

Equation 

indicator not implemented 

Details on the indicator calculation 

First, regional transport demand is calculated by a negative exponential model in which the 
number of trips from the region to all other regions is estimated. Then, the travel time to the 
destination regions is converted to airline speeds. Finally, the average travel speed of a region 
is calculated as the trip-weighted average speed to all other regions.  

Database 

indicator not implemented 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

indicator not implemented 
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3.5 Urban connectivity 
 

Indicator name 

Urban connectivity 

Spatial context 

Europe 

Basic characteristics 

Travel (new) 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

Cities 

Origins 

Cities >50,000 inhabitants 

Destinations 

Cities > 50,000 inhabitants 

Modes 

Road, rail, air, intermodal 

 

Description and rationale 

What opportunities or restrictions does transport infrastructure provide to city citizens? The 
more cities that can be reached from a city within five hours travel time, the greater the oppor-
tunities are for business activities, networking or for social interaction. 

Equation 

For each city of that minimum size travel time to all other cities of that minimum size will be cal-
culated. Urban connectivity is given if the travel time is less than 300 minutes (5 hours). 

Details on the indicator calculation 

City-to-city travel times of more than 300 minutes are excluded. The intermodal indicator is de-
fined as the fastest city-to-city travel time of the three modes road, rail and air. Due to the large 
number of city pairs, the indicator maps are divided into domestic maps and international 
maps. While the first one is restricted to show the city-to-city within one country, the latter one 
only illustrates the cross-border relations. 

Database 

The trans-European road and rail networks as well as the location of 1,760 cities with more 
than 50,000 inhabitants in Europe are taken from the RRG GIS Database. Relevant road and 
rail ferries are included in this database. The flight network was generated by using information 
of flight schedules provided by the OAG in relation to the airport locations provided by the RRG 
GIS Database. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The urban connectivity is both a function of the number and density of regional cities, and the 
density and quality of the transport networks. 

Urban connectivity in the domestic domain is highest for road and rail (Figures 3.9 and 3.10) for 
the Benelux countries, Western Germany, Italy, England and for Northern France and for the 
relation Paris-Lyon. In the New EU Member States, only Hungary and parts of Poland yield 
high connectivity. The other East European countries, so as Scandinavia, Ireland and also Por-
tugal show poorer levels of city connectivity, mostly due to on average much longer travel 
times. Adding domestic passenger flights changes the picture significantly (Figure 3.11). In par-
ticular connectivity of cities in the far North (mainly connecting the smaller cities with their capi-
tals), in the UK (connecting Scottish cities and the islands with the cities in the south), in Spain, 
and in Portugal and Greece (adding connectivity between many far-distant cities and with the 
islands) increased drastically, leading altogether to a fairly good urban connectivity in Europe, 
where for most city-to-city relations the citizens can at least choose one of the modes to reach 
the destination in less than five hours (Figure 3.12). 

But also some negative evidences remain, even when looking at intermodal connectivity: Cities 
in the far North of Norway, Sweden and Finland only have air connectivity, and in most cases 
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only to the capital. City-to-city relations to other cities than the capital from these origins are 
very scarce, limiting accessibility between the northernmost regions. Also, in many East Euro-
pean countries the urban connectivity is rather poor. Though many city-to-city relations lie 
within the five hours threshold, the travel time tend to be longer compared to Western Europe 
due to the relatively poor transport networks and the absence of high-level transport infrastruc-
tures. Thus, what would be a one-hour trip in the old EU Member States becomes a two or 
three hour or even longer trip in Bulgaria, Romania, or the countries of former Yugoslavia. Aus-
tria and Switzerland, on the other hand, having dense and high-quality transport networks, en-
sure high urban connectivity with rather low travel times, despite the difficult topography. 

International urban connectivity for road and rail (Figure 3.13 and 3.14) is mainly restricted to 
neighbouring countries: Relations within the Benelux countries and towards Northern France 
and Western Germany are those with highest accessibilities, so as relations between Portugal 
and Spain, Spain and France, France and Switzerland and Italy. For road, there are also many 
fast city-to-city relations along the former Iron Curtain between East Germany and Poland and 
the Czech Republic, between Austria and Slovakia and Hungary, as well as between Italy and 
Slovenia and Croatia. Interestingly, rail travel times for these latter connections are much 
longer compared to road illustrating the poorer cross-border rail connections in these areas. 
High-speed train services in turn also offer cities in great distance to national borders accessi-
bility to other agglomerations within 300 minutes. For instance, cities in southern Italy are con-
nected to cities in Southern France or in Slovenia, cities in the Brittany are connected through 
fast trains with cities in Belgium and Germany, and many Danish cities can for instance reach 
Stockholm, Gothenburg or even Oslo by fast train services. The Channel tunnel also connects 
many English cities by train to Benelux and to Northern France, including Brussels and Paris. 

Passenger flights (Figure 3.15) add another dimension of urban connectivity on top of fast train 
services. Within five hours, the majority of European cities can be reached with each other, en-
suring connectivity of peripheral and outermost regions such as Northern Scandinavia and Ice-
land, Cyprus and Malta, Portuguese, Spanish and Greek islands, and cities in East Europe. 
Consequently, the intermodal international urban connectivity (Figure 3.16) is dominated by 
passenger flights and high-speed train services. Road mode is fastest in short-distance cross-
border traffic, however, while fast train services ensure connectivity in medium ranges. 

Even though the intermodal urban connectivity looks quite promising in general, in detail there 
are still some interesting observations: 

- Even though many East European cities can be reached quite well from Western Europe, 
connectivity between cities in the East is significantly lower. The number of city-to-city rela-
tions below 300 minute threshold within Eastern Europe is much lower compared to West-
ern Europe, and if they exist travel times are on average much longer. 

- Similarly, international urban connectivity between the Nordic countries is poor. Cities in 
the northernmost territories are mainly well connected by flights to the capitals, but not be-
tween themselves. 

- For all modes results clearly visualise the ‘blue banana’, i.e. the area in Europe with high-
est accessibilities ranging from London via Benelux and Paris, along the river Rhine valley 
towards Northern Italy. Clearly for road and rail, but even for passenger flights o/d relations 
within this part of Europe show by far shortest travel times. This of course is first of all due 
to the rather dense network of cities (and consequently the short geographical distances 
between them), but also the high-standard transport infrastructures in these areas contrib-
ute to these high connectivities. 

- Despite recent efforts to overcome the Pyrenees barrier, the Iberian Peninsula is still sus-
pended from rest of Europe. For road and rail only very few o/d-relations are below five 
hours threshold, but even for passenger flights average travel times from Portugal or Spain 
to other countries are quite long. 
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Figure 3.9. Urban connectivity, road, domestic 
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Figure 3.10. Urban connectivity, rail, domestic 
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Figure 3.11. Urban connectivity, passenger flights, domestic 
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Figure 3.12. Urban connectivity, intermodal, domestic 
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Figure 3.13. Urban connectivity, road, international 
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Figure 3.14. Urban connectivity, rail, international 
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Figure 3.15. Urban connectivity, passenger flights, international 
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Figure 3.16. Urban connectivity, intermodal, international 
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3.6 European potential accessibility, Intermodal travel 
 

Indicator name 

European potential accessibility intermodal travel 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Potential 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 

Origins 

NUTS-3 

Destinations 

NUTS-3 regions and regions 
of neighbouring countries 

Modes 

Intermodal (road, air) 

 

Description and rationale 

Accessibility potential indicators are based on the assumption that the attraction of a destina-
tion increases with size and declines with distance or travel time or cost. Therefore both size 
and distance of destinations are taken into account. Population in the destination regions re-
flect the size, travel time the impedance.  

The accessibility potential indicators reflect the relative competitive position of European re-
gions towards European destinations.   

Equation 

 	 ∑ 	  

 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the European accessibility potential travel 

Pj is the population of region j 

cijm is the shortest travel time between region i and the region j by intermodal trip chains m 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the population in all destination regions is weighted by the travel time 
to go there. Travel time is calculated as the shortest intermodal travel time using road and air. 
The weighted population is summed up to the indicator value for the accessibility potential of 
the origin region. The potential accessibility indicator is calculated for road, rail, air and as an 
multimodal aggregate. 

Database 

Road and rail networks: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Intermodal accessibility potential is highest in those regions that are near to an international 
airport and which have good road and rail accessibility. Lowest accessibility is to be found in 
south-eastern Europe and some regions in Poland, the Baltic States, northern Europe and 
Spain and Portugal. 
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Figure 3.17. European potential accessibility travel intermodal 
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3.7 Access to nearest maritime ports 
 

Indicator name 

Access to nearest maritime port 

Spatial context 

Europe 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

NUTS3 to port 

Origins 

NUTS3 capitals 

Destinations 

Closest port  

(> 4 million tonnes yearly) 

Modes 

Road 

 

Description and rationale 

For each NUTS3 the indicator is the total generalised travel cost to reach the nearest maritime 
port at less than 10 hours. Travel cost is computed to the nearest port according to shortest-
cost path for an average commodity with a price of 500 euros per TEU. Modes considered in-
clude road, rail and inland waterways (IWW). Shortest paths between NUTS3 and ports are 
calculated using optimal intermodal combinations. Only ports with activity over 4 million tones 
yearly are considered. The indicator provides an integrated measure of the level of accessibility 
of regions with respect to maritime freight terminals, as an important element in the economy to 
allow exports of local commodities and imports.  

Equation 

jii TCAFMP ,  

Where: 

AFMPi = Access to nearest maritime ports from NUTS3 i 

TCi,j = Travel cost form NUTS3 i to port j  

i   each NUTS3 in Espon space 

j  nearest port to NUTS3 with activity over 4 million tonnes 

Cost functions to compute shortest paths will be an addition of the following elements: 

− Infrastructure price (for road, rail and IWW) in euros/kilometre 

− Road tolls, in euros 

− Manipulation costs (for transfers between modes), in euros/unit of commodity 

− Inventory cost, accounting for the cost of having commodities travelling in Europe and 
not being sold. Inventory cost is proportional to the value of commodities transported, 

and can be formulated as timeVdIC ··% € , being %d a depreciation factor (i.e. 5% 

annual), V€ the value of commodities in euros and time travel time.  

− Time penalties for truck driver obligatory rest (9,75 hours rest per 14,5 hours drive) 

Details on the indicator calculation 

Database 

NUTS3 centroids located in capital cities’ geographic location (MCRIT), road network (TRANS-
TOOLS), rail network (TRANS-TOOLS), IWW (TRANS-TOOLS) 

Spatial pattern and main observations 
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Figure 3.18. Travel Cost to access nearest maritime port (euros) 
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3.8 European daily accessibility freight 
 

Indicator name 

European daily accessibility freight 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

NUTS3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS3 regions 

Destinations 

NUTS3 regions 

Modes 

Road  

 

Description and rationale 

The indicator equals to the total Gross Domestic Product that can be reached within the maxi-
mum allowed daily driving time of a lorry driver.  

Assuming that driving limits are tightly enforced, the level of economic activity (which basically 
is proxy for suppliers and customers) that can be reached without resting times or additional 
drivers is a relevant indicator of positional competitiveness of regions as they enjoy a signifi-
cantly lower driving costs.  

Equation 

INDi = ΣjJ GDPj 

Where: 

J = set of European NUTS3 zones that can be reached within the legal driving time from zone i. 

GDPi = Gross Domestic Product of NUTS3 zone j   

Details on the indicator calculation 

The travel time for each NUTS3 to NUTS3 origin-destination pair is computed by means of 
modelling assignment. The travel time includes loading and unloading because this activities 
are considered in the definition of maximum daily work time of lorry drivers. Indeed, this time 
consists of maximum 9 driving hours plus a break of 45 minutes and 3 hours of other work. 

The model search for the most convenient path based on the generalised cost of the consign-
ment, i.e. the monetary travel cost plus the equivalent of travel time in monetary terms. The 
route choice rule is therefore not the same used for the definition of the indicator. Therefore it 
can happen that zones theoretically reachable within the legal driving time are not included be-
cause the optimal path is a slower one. However, this is not a methodological problem for two 
reasons. First, minimising generalised cost to search the route is a realistic description of ac-
tual behaviour. Second, for road transport minimising travel time is quite important so while it is 
frequent that the optimal route is not the cheapest one, it is very infrequent that it is not the 
fastest one.  

Database 

NUTS-3 region boundaries come from (ESPON database). Road transport network comes 
from the TRANS-TOOLS model. Data about GDP by NUTS3 zone is taken from the ESPON 
database with some integrations from TRANS-TOOLS database and from EUROSTAT. The 
definition of maximum driving time is taken from VOSA (Vehicle & Operator Services Agency), 
namely from the document “Rules on Drivers’ Hours and Tachographs, Goods vehicles in the 
UK and Europe”. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The spatial pattern of the indicator clearly reflects more the distribution of GDP in the European 
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countries than the availability of infrastructures. Regions of the richest countries in the heart of 
Europe can reach a much higher share of GDP than regions in south and eastern Europe. The 
position negatively affects the European daily accessibility of Scandinavian regions, whose 
GDP is generally above the average but can hardly reach regions in other rich countries within 
the legal driving time. 

The map also shows that in some European countries there are significant disparities in terms 
of daily accessibility. For instance, regions in north-east of France are at the top of the ranking 
while regions in the south-west of the same country are much less accessible. The disadvan-
tage of southern Italy or eastern Poland also emerges clearly. However, the zones with lower 
European daily accessibility freight are not those with the lowest GDP per capita, which sug-
gests that this indicator alone cannot be used to appraise the economic performance of re-
gions.  
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Figure 3.19. European daily accessibility freight  
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3.9 European potential accessibility freight 
 

Indicator name 

European potential accessibility freight 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Potential accessibility 

Spatial level 

NUTS3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS3 regions 

Destinations 

NUTS3 regions 

Modes 

Road – Rail – Water (coastal 
sea shipping and inland navi-
gation) – Air freight –  multi-
modal 

 

Description and rationale 

The indicator is a construct of two functions: 

 attractiveness of NUTS3 regions measured by their Gross Domestic Product  

 generalised cost needed to reach destination regions from the origin regions using a 
given mode 

This indicator allows to identify a ranking of the regions according to their proximity to the 
higher levels of economic activity. Regions with a high potential accessibility have more oppor-
tunities to arrange a spatially distributed value chain, have more alternatives in terms of supply 
and demand market and so on. 

Equation 

INDimg = Σj GDPj
α GTCijmg

-β 

Where: 

GDPi = Gross Domestic Product of NUTS3 zone j  

GTCijmg = Generalised cost (in €/ton) to reach zone j from zone i using mode m for handling 
category g 

α,β = Calibration parameters 

Details on the indicator calculation 

The travel time for each NUTS3 to NUTS3 origin-destination pair is computed by means of 
modelling assignment. The model search for the most convenient path based on the general-
ised cost of the consignment, i.e. the monetary travel cost plus the equivalent of travel time in 
monetary terms. For each mode an independent assignment is performed. For rail and water 
separate runs are made for two handling categories: “unitised” and “non-unitised”. The differ-
ence between the two handling categories is that different parameters are used in the model 
(e.g. value of travel time) and that unitised flows need the availability of specific infrastructures 
(e.g. intermodal centres). For road and air freight the separation between handling categories 
is not relevant. Travel time includes any fixed time, e.g. loading, transhipment during intermo-
dal chains. Also resting time for truck drivers is considered in the calculation. Resting times de-
pend on the truck trip duration as reported in the following table: 
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 Travel time (h) Resting time (h) added to OD travel time 

 <=13 0 

 >13 and <=26 11 

 >26 and <=39 22 

 >39 and <=52 33 

 >52 and <=65 44 

 >65 and <=78 55 

 >78 and <=91 90 

 >91 and <=104 101 

 >104 and <=117 112 

 >117 118 

 

Multimodal indicator is computed using the logsum of the generalised cost of single modes: 

GTCih = -1/λ * lnΣm exp(-λ * GTCihm) 

The λ parameter has been set to 0.5  

The value of the indicator depends on the calibration parameters α,β. As usual the α parameter 
is set to 1 (i.e. the attractiveness of the ports is measured by the pure value of their interconti-
nental throughput). The β is set to 1 as this value has proved to provide the most convincing 
distribution of values across zones. 

The mapped values are ratios with respect to the average (for each mode the own average has 
been considered). 

Database 

NUTS-3 region boundaries come from (ESPON database). Transport networks come from the 
TRANS-TOOLS model (road, rail), the RRG GIS Database (inland navigation, air freight) and 
the TRUST model (maritime). Data about GDP by NUTS3 zone is taken from the ESPON da-
tabase with some integrations from TRANS-TOOLS database and from EUROSTAT. The defi-
nition of maximum driving time is taken from VOSA (Vehicle & Operator Services Agency), 
namely from the document “Rules on Drivers’ Hours and Tachographs, Goods vehicles in the 
UK and Europe” 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The spatial pattern of road freight European potential accessibility shows a progressive transi-
tion from above to below the average accessibility starting from the central western Europe re-
gions and moving to all directions. Germany, Benelux, most of UK and part of France are in the 
upper part of the ranking whereas peripheral regions have a lower accessibility. The lowest 
values are found in north Scandinavian regions, Iceland and Turkey. It can be clearly recog-
nised that western regions of eastern Europe countries benefit from their proximity to the rich-
est European countries.  

The pattern is much less regular when unitised rail is considered. Here, the proximity to inter-
modal centres becomes a significant accessibility factor. Therefore, despite an overall decre-
ment moving from the centre to periphery can still be observed, there are some regions in Italy 
or south France or Czech Republic with levels of European potential accessibility higher than 
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some German regions thanks to the availability of intermodal facilities.  

This diversity is not found in the distribution of non-unitised rail, which does not need intermo-
dal centres, but just of the rail network, which is quite homogenously available over the whole 
European territory. 

For unitised water again the overall pattern is changed by the distribution of sea and inland 
ports where container can be loaded and unloaded. Coastal zones are clearly advantaged. In-
terestingly, southern Italy results more accessible than northern Italy or eastern Romania re-
gions score better than western Romania regions. This is one of the few indicators of European 
accessibility providing this result. 

For non-unitised water the differences with respect to unitised water are limited. The slightly 
different pattern is explained just by ports specialisation.  

Finally, air freight accessibility shows a particular spatial pattern where the major European 
cargo airports are clearly recognisable. The geographical position is less important than for 
road or rail accessibility for two reasons. First, air travel speed is faster and so the weight of 
distance is more limited. Second, air freight is used only for consignments over a certain travel 
distance (indeed, air freight for intra-Europe trade is uncommon) so that the GDP of neighbour-
ing NUTS3 zones is irrelevant for the indicator. Therefore, being located in rich regions of cen-
tral European countries is not an advantage. 
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 Figure 3.20. European potential accessibility freight by road  
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Figure 3.21. European potential accessibility freight by rail  
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Figure 3.22. European potential accessibility freight multimodal  
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Figure 3.23. European potential accessibility freight by air  
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4  Regional accessibility indicators – Europe wide 
 

4.1 Accessibility to high-level transport infrastructure 
 

Indicator name 

Access to high-level passenger transport infrastructure 

Spatial context 

Europe 

Basic characteristics 

Travel  
Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

Raster cells and NUTS3 

Origins 

Raster cells 

Destinations 
Motorway gateways, rail sta-
tions and airports 

Modes 

Road 

 

Description and rationale 

This indicator reports connectivity of territorial units (raster cells) to passenger transport net-
works. 

Connectivity is defined as an average access time to transport networks, all modes within 
reach included. Destination points are motorway gateways, rail stations and airports; access 
time is based on travel time by road; following the ICON approach, times to different networks 
and transport terminals are aggregated and averaged considering their relative utility (within a 
transport network, all access points within reach are considered).  

The conceptual basis of the connectivity methodology lies in the fact that the development of 
transportation systems as integrated networks at different scales is deeply changing their op-
eration and the way they induce urban and regional development patterns. The conventional 
definition of "distance between places" seems not sufficient nowadays. A connectivity ap-
proach, focused on measuring the "distance to the networks" is needed to measure how trans-
portation networks influence locational decisions and induce spatial development, in the con-
text of current economic and technological changes. 

According to many transportation analysts (e.g. Chisholm, 1992) one of the most common fal-
lacies about transport costs is that they vary with location to the extent that geographical pe-
ripherality implies a substantial cost burden over more central locations. Empirical observations 
(e.g. Diamond and Spence, 1989, Plassard 1992) have verified the increasing insensitivity of 
most economic activities to transportation costs in developed areas. Places equally connected 
to transportation networks, independently of their geographical situation, show no significant 
differences in their transportation costs. These cost are, in general, less and less dependent on 
the total length of the trip. 

As a result, the distance between two places (in time, cost or psychological perception), and 
the opportunity to establish relations between them, is increasingly dependent on the kind of 
transport and communication networks to which they are connected rather than the physical 
distance between them (Distler, 1986). Contemporary economic landscape can be therefore 
represented by the superimposition of two increasingly independent geographies: the geogra-
phy of places and the geography of communication networks (Beauchard, 1991), both with dif-
ferent logics. 

For further reference on this indicator, www.mcrit.com/IGIS/ICON.htm 

Equation 
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With    ICONi , the ICON value to the network i 
pi , the weight or relative proportion of the network i 

(a) and (b) and (beta) are parameters to be fixed for each network, and Ui is the utility of a spe-
cific transport gateway (service provision above pre-determined quality level) 

 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each network i=1...n (i.e. road, rail and air networks) a network-specific value of ICON is 
calculated. These partial values are summed up in proportion to their relative contribution to 
transport endowment. This relative contribution can be determined considering the relative 
economic weight of each mode (Pi) –added value of each mode-, or in a simplified way, the 
relative proportions (pi) will be estimated according to current modal split. The aggregated 
value of ICON is then: 
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With    ICONi , the ICON value to the network i 
pi , the weight or proportion of the network i 

ICONi is calculated as the addition of the minimum access time by road to the closest connec-
tion node in the network plus an additional time which encapsulates a measure of the deficit of 
utility (in relation to a pre-defined quality level) not obtained from all available alternatives: this 
additional time can be called “generalised waiting time”.  
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With  tami the minimum access time to reach the closest transportation node in the network 
taxi  the minimum access time necessary to reach the closest node with a service provision 

above a pre-determined quality level  
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where (a) and (b) and (beta) are parameters to be fixed for each network, and Ui is the 
utility obtained in the considered gateway (service provision above pre-determined qual-

ity level) 

 

According to this formulation, for any point (any location in Europe), ICON provides the meas-
ure of its connectivity to the transportation networks, basically considering the relative eco-
nomic weight of each mode (Pi) and the minimum time (or cost) required to reach the closest 
node in each network (tami) increased by the additional generalised waiting times in each node 
(δi(taxi-tami)) to get a pre-determined utility (Uxi). 
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δi value for different modes in function of Ui value 

 
Ui values for different modes in function of access time to connection 

The minimum value of ICONi in a point should be the access time to reach by road the closest 
transportation node in the network i (tami), and the maximum value of ICONi should be, by 
definition, the minimum access time (taxi) necessary to reach by road the closest node of the 
network i with a service provision above a pre-determined quality level (Sxi). (Soi) is the mini-
mum service level acceptable for any node or terminal to be included in the network i 

Database 

Travel time based on time from raster cells to transport network gateways.  

Indicator computed over a road graph for all Europe with transport terminals included. 

Access times calculated on a shortest cost path, taking into account different speeds for differ-
ent road links in a European graph (TRANS-TOOLS road graph, with transport terminals in-
cluded).  

 Motorway entrances are defined as intersections between motorways and other roads.  

 Rail stations from EIB IGIS database 

 Airports from TRANS-TOOLS air network 

Relative utilities 
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 Motorway utilities based on motorway speed and traffic (TRANS-TOOLS) 

 Rail utilities based on rail speed and services available (TRANS-TOOLS) 

 Airport utilities based on airport traffic (anna.aero database) 

Indicator calculated at raster level: Raster cells 5x5 km 

Indicator calculated at NUTS3 level: population average from raster cells 

Spatial Pattern 

Core areas in Europe clearly show higher levels of connectivity to passenger transport net-
works than peripheral areas. The denser network of motorways in Germany, the Benelux and 
Northern Italy, also in the UK, and the fact that most intercontinental air hubs are located in this 
area (Heathrow, Paris, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Munich…) is the main reason for these higher 
values of the indicator.  

Beyond the European core areas, major relational corridors (which concentrate population and 
transport infrastructure), can still be tracked: the Mediterranean arch from Southern Spain to 
Italy; the Rhone valley, the Scandinavian west coast corridor from Copenhagen to Gothenburg 
and Oslo, with extensions to Stockholm. In France and Spain, it is possible to identify the major 
HSR and motorway corridors linking intermediate cities.  

 

Countries having on average 
lower travel times to high-
level transport infrastructure 
than mean values for all 
NUTS3 in Europe (countries 
performing better) belong all 
to the European core: Lux-
emburg, the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Denmark, Switzer-
land, the UK, Austria, Lich-
tenstein, and Italy.  

Average travel time to high-level passenger transport 
infrastructure, per country. ICON formulation.
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10 European countries have 
at least 50% of their NUTS3 
performing better than aver-
age in connectivity to pas-
senger transport networks. 
These states are all located 
in the Core of Europe: Lux-
embourg, Lichtenstein, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Ger-
many, Denmark, the UK, 
Switzerland, Italy and Austria. 
On the other side of the spec-
trum, 10 European countries 
have more than 80% of their 
NUTS3 performing worse 
than average: Cyprus, Esto-
nia, Island, Bugaria, Greece, 
Romania, Lithuania, Czech 
Republic, Eslovenia and Po-
land.  

 

50% of European population resides within 18 minutes or less (on average) of high-level pas-
senger transport infrastructure. This population is comprised in 16% of the European territory.   

 

% of NUTS3 in country which perform better and worse 
on passenger indicators than European average
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Figure 4.1. Access to high-level passenger transport infrastructure by 5x5 grid cells 
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Figure 4.2. Access to high-level passenger transport infrastructure by NUTS3 
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4.2 Availability of urban functions 
 

Indicator name 

Availability of urban functions 

Spatial context 

Regional 

Basic characteristics 

Travel (Europe-wide) 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

Raster, NUTS-3 

Origins 

Raster cell, NUTS-3 centroid 

Destinations 

Cities > 50,000 inhabitants 

Modes 

Road, rail 

 

Description and rationale 

What amount of urban functions can be reached from any point in Europe in reasonable travel 
time in a regional context? By looking at road and rail, it will be assessed which functions of 
cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants can be reached. The higher the number of cities is that 
can be reached, the greater opportunities are provided for economic and social activities and 
interaction. 

Equation 

For each raster cell the travel time to all cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants will be calcu-
lated. If the travel time is less than 60 minutes, the destination is within reach and is added to 
the number of destinations. 

Details on the indicator calculation 

In a first step the travel time from each raster cell of the 2.5x2.5 km grid system to all selected 
cities will be calculated, and the number of destinations within 60 minutes will be summed up. 
In a second step, the raster results will be aggregated to NUTS-3 level as population-weighted 
averages. 

Database 

The trans-European road and rail networks, the raster grid (origins) as well as the location of 
1,760 cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants in Europe (destinations) are taken from the RRG 
GIS Database. Relevant road and rail ferries are included in this database. Information on grid 
population was transferred from the EEA population grid (EEA, 2012). The NUTS-3 region 
layer obtained from ESPON Database Project was updated in different aspects. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

For both road and rail (Figures 4.3 and 4.5), this indicator highlights the agglomerated areas in 
Europe. Accessibility is highest in the Ruhr area, England, Paris, in the Benelux countries and 
in Northern Italy. Some capital city regions in other countries (for instance, Stockholm, Madrid, 
Budapest or Athens) also stand out, so as other selected regions such as Oslo-Gothenburg-
Malmö-Copenhagen, Barcelona-Valencia-Murcia, Lyon, Saxony, Naples, Upper Silesia with 
city systems. 

From most locations in Western and Central Europe, at least one regional city can be reached 
by road within 60 minutes, from many places even more than ten. In Eastern Europe, mostly 
only one or two cities are within reach. Locations from where only one city can be reached pro-
vide basic urban services. Usually, people from there do not have any option to go to one or 
the other cities to enjoy certain facilities, but they are bound to just one closest city. Locations 
from where more than one city can be reached, offer options to visit different cities offering a 
wider range of services, i.e. these locations provide more freedom of choice and thus more op-
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portunities. 

The raster results furthermore clearly highlight those regions in Europe that do not have access 
to urban functions at all in reasonable time. Interestingly, such areas are not only located in the 
far North (Northern peripheral sparsely populated areas) or in the Alpine space, as expected, 
but they also cover so-called ‘inner peripheries’ which for road (Figure 4.3) can be found basi-
cally in all European countries. Prominent examples of these are Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
(Germany), many parts in France or Spain, or areas in Poland or Czech Republic. For rail (Fig-
ure 4.5) the extent of these areas is even bigger in almost all countries. 

In consequence, while the road indicator tends to form seamless coverages at raster level 
(Figure 4.3), for rail the major railway axes become clearly visible (Figure 4.5). 

The aggregated maps at NUTS-3 level (Figures 4.4 and 4.6) basically show the same results. 
The high availability of urban functions in the well-known agglomerations is visually even more 
pronounced in this map type. In the contrary, the rather poor availability in many East Euro-
pean regions becomes also more evident, i.e. for many NUTS-3 regions on average only one 
urban centre can be reached within 60 minutes travel time – for both road and rail.  

Interestingly, even at NUTS-3 level, although to some degree levelled out compared to the 
raster maps, some inner peripheries persist: For road (Figure 4.4), NUTS-3 regions in Norway, 
Finland, but also at the Balkans lack access to urban functions. For rail, (Figure 4.6), additional 
regions in Spain, Portugal, Austria, Croatia, Latvia or Lithuania do not have access to regional 
cities. 

As by intention this indicator was defined in a way to look at regional cities (and not just major 
agglomerations) which offer daily and medium-term public and private services to the people, a 
lack of access to such cities even at NUTS-3 level should be alarming, as the supply of impor-
tant public and private services may not be guaranteed, forcing people to accept long travel 
times if they want to enjoy or if they need certain types of services. 

The main findings of this indicator can be summarised as follows: 

- From most locations in Europe at least one regional city can be reached in less than 60 
minutes travel time.  

- Only people in Western Europe have options to visit more than five different cities in that 
time (i.e. enjoy greater freedom of choice and thus greater opportunities). 

- In the contrary there are also ‘inner peripheries’ even within Central Europe lacking access 
to regional cities. 

- Disparities are greater for rail as for road, so are the inner peripheries much larger for rail 
than for roads. In other words, people bound to public transport (pupils, young, elderly, 
retired etc.) have less accessibility compared to car users. 

- The results confirm the well-known urban-rural dichotomy, in addition to East-West and 
also North-South divide. 
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Figure 4.3. Availability of urban functions, road, grid 
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Figure 4.4. Availability of urban functions, road, NUTS-3 
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Figure 4.5. Availability of urban functions, rail, grid 
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Figure 4.6. Availability of urban functions, rail, NUTS-3 
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4.3 National potential accessibility travel 
 

Indicator name 

National potential accessibility travel 

Spatial context 

Regional 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Potential 

Spatial level 

NUTS-3 

Origins 

NUTS-3 

Destinations 

NUTS-3 regions of same 
country as origin 

Modes 

Road, rail 

 

Description and rationale 

National potential accessibility for a specific NUTS-3 region is a construct of attractiveness of 
all other NUTS-3 regions in the country and travel time needed to reach these regions from the 
origin region. As the analysis is performed on a strict national basis, country borders are forced 
impermeable so foreign NUTS-3 regions become inaccessible from another country. Regions 
with a high potential accessibility have more opportunities to arrange a spatially distributed 
value chain in the domestic economy, have more alternatives in terms of national supply and 
demand market and so on. Thus, the national accessibility potential indicators reflect the 
relative competitive position of regions in the national context.   

Equation 

 	 ∑ 	 															  

 																																																																	 	 	 			 		 	 	  

 

Where:  

Ai is the accessibility indicator value for region i, i.e. the European accessibility potential travel 

Pj is the population of region j 

cijm is the shortest travel time between region i and the region j by intermodal trip chains m 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each NUTS-3 region the population in those destination regions that belong to the same 
country as the origin is weighted by the travel time to go there. Travel time is calculated as the 
shortest travel time by road and by rail. The weighted population is summed up to the indicator 
value for the accessibility potential of the origin region. The national potential accessibility indi-
cator is calculated for road and rail. All indicator values are standardised to the national aver-
age which is set to 100.  

Database 

Road and rail networks: RRG GIS database 

Flight network: S&W flight network 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the spatial pattern of national potential accessibility for road and rail. 
Each country has its highly accessible areas and its own peripheral areas. However, the 
pattern differs across Europe. Most of the countries in eastern and northern Europe have a 
clear core periphery pattern in which mostly the capital region performs best and the border 
regions have lowest accessibility. In other countries, there are larger corridors of higher 
accessibility; a consequence of a more polycentric distribution of population and network 
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design or a consequence of the effects of high-speed rail services. In some countries such as 
Italy or Germany, highest accessibility is not to be found in the capital regions but around other 
important agglomerations. In some countries such as Poland or the Czech Republic areas that 
are located closer to the European core and thus have a fairly good European rail accessibility 
are rather peripheral when considering the national context.  
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Figure 4.7. National potential accessibility travel by road 
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Figure 4.8. National potential accessibility travel by rail 
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4.4 Access to freight terminals 
 

Indicator name 

Access to high-level freight transport infrastructure 

Spatial context 

Europe 

Basic characteristics 

Freight  

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

Raster cells and NUTS3 

Origins 

Raster cells 

Destinations 

Motorway gateways, freight 
villages and ports 

Modes 

Road 

Database 

Road network (TRANS-TOOLS), freight villages (RGG), ports 
(MCRIT), port traffic (MCRIT), Corine land-cover database 

Description and rationale 

This indicator reports connectivity of territorial units (raster cells) to freight transport networks.  

Connectivity is defined as an average access time to transport networks, all modes within 
reach included. Destination points are motorway gateways, freight villages and ports; access 
time is based on travel time by road; following the ICON approach, times to different networks 
and transport terminals are aggregated and averaged considering their relative utility (within a 
transport network, all access points within reach are considered).  

The conceptual basis of the connectivity methodology lies in the fact that the development of 
transportation systems as integrated networks at different scales is deeply changing their op-
eration and the way they induce urban and regional development patterns. The conventional 
definition of "distance between places" seems not sufficient nowadays. A connectivity ap-
proach, focused on measuring the "distance to the networks" is needed to measure how trans-
portation networks influence locational decisions and induce spatial development, in the con-
text of current economic and technological changes. 

According to many transportation analysts (e.g. Chisholm, 1992) one of the most common fal-
lacies about transport costs is that they vary with location to the extent that geographical pe-
ripherality implies a substantial cost burden over more central locations. Empirical observations 
(e.g. Diamond and Spence, 1989, Plassard 1992) have verified the increasing insensitivity of 
most economic activities to transportation costs in developed areas. Places equally connected 
to transportation networks, independently of their geographical situation, show no significant 
differences in their transportation costs. These cost are, in general, less and less dependent on 
the total length of the trip. 

As a result, the distance between two places (in time, cost or psychological perception), and 
the opportunity to establish relations between them, is increasingly dependent on the kind of 
transport and communication networks to which they are connected rather than the physical 
distance between them (Distler, 1986). Contemporary economic landscape can be therefore 
represented by the superimposition of two increasingly independent geographies: the geogra-
phy of places and the geography of communication networks (Beauchard, 1991), both with dif-
ferent logics. 

For further reference on this indicator, www.mcrit.com/IGIS/ICON.htm  

Equation 
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With    ICONi , the ICON value to the network i 
pi , the weight or relative proportion of the network i 

(a) and (b) and (beta) are parameters to be fixed for each network, and Ui is the utility of a spe-
cific transport gateway (service provision above pre-determined quality level) 

 

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each network i=1...n (i.e. road, intermodal freight village and maritime networks) a network-
specific value of ICON is calculated. These partial values are summed up in proportion to their 
relative contribution to transport endowment. This relative contribution can be determined con-
sidering the relative economic weight of each mode (Pi) –added value of each mode-, or in a 
simplified way, the relative proportions (pi) will be estimated according to current modal split. 
The aggregated value of ICON is then: 
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With    ICONi , the ICON value to the network i 
pi , the weight or proportion of the network i 

 

ICONi is calculated as the addition of the minimum access time by road to the closest connec-
tion node in the network plus an additional time which encapsulates a measure of the deficit of 
utility (in relation to a pre-defined quality level) not obtained from all available alternatives: this 
additional time can be called “generalised waiting time”.  
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With  tami the minimum access time to reach the closest transportation node in the network 
taxi  the minimum access time necessary to reach the closest node with a service provision 

above a pre-determined quality level  
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where (a) and (b) and (beta) are parameters to be fixed for each network, and Ui is the 
utility obtained in the considered gateway (service provision above pre-determined qual-

ity level) 

 

According to this formulation, for any point (any location in Europe), ICON provides the meas-
ure of its connectivity to the transportation networks, basically considering the relative eco-
nomic weight of each mode (Pi) and the minimum time (or cost) required to reach the closest 
node in each network (tami) increased by the additional generalised waiting times in each node 
(δi(taxi-tami)) to get a pre-determined utility (Uxi). 
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δi value for different modes in function of Ui value 

 
Ui values for different modes in function of access time to connection 

The minimum value of ICONi in a point should be the access time to reach by road the closest 
transportation node in the network i (tami), and the maximum value of ICONi should be, by 
definition, the minimum access time (taxi) necessary to reach by road the closest node of the 
network i with a service provision above a pre-determined quality level (Sxi). (Soi) is the mini-
mum service level acceptable for any node or terminal to be included in the network i 

Database 

Travel time based on time from raster cells to transport network gateways.  

Indicator computed over a road graph for all Europe with transport terminals included. 

Access times calculated on a shortest cost path, taking into account different speeds for differ-
ent road links in a European graph (TRANS-TOOLS road graph, with transport terminals in-
cluded).  

 Motorway entrances are defined as intersections between motorways and other roads.  

 Freight villages from RRG GIS Database 

 Ports from UN Locode database  

Relative utilities 
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 Motorway utilities based on motorway speed and traffic (TRANS-TOOLS) 

 Freight Villages utilities based on tributary rail and motorway freight traffics (TRANS-
TOOLS database) 

 Port utilities based on port container traffic (EUROSTAT) 

Indicator calculated at raster level: Raster cells 5x5 km 

Indicator calculated at NUTS3 level: population average from raster cells 

Spatial Pattern 

As this indicator is largely driven by accessibility to largest container ports in Europe, altogether 
with access to motorway networks, and access to intermodal freight villages to a lower extent, 
it is not surprising that best results are recorded in the Atlantic rim between the Benelux and 
Germany, where the four busiest container ports in Europe are located (Rotterdam 11,1MTEU; 
Antwerp 8,5MTEU; Hamburg 7,9MTEU; Bremen 4,9MTEU; in 2010) and motorway, and rail 
and freight village networks are denser.  

The Mediterranean rim is also positively influenced by the presence of large container ports 
(Valencia 4,2MTEU; Gioia Tauro 2,8MTEU; Algeciras 2,8MTEU; Marsaxlokk 2,3MTEU; Barce-
lona 1,9MTEU; in 2010). However, less dense motorway and freight village networks in the hin-
terlands of this area limit highest connectivity values only to coastal areas, to a large extent.  

Beyond this general pattern, it is possible to track areas with high levels of freight connectivity 
around large urban agglomerations (eg. Stockholm, Warsaw, Lyon or Bucharest), and along 
fluvial axes like the Danube and the Rhine.  
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Core areas in Europe 
show higher levels of 
connectivity to freight 
transport networks than 
peripheral areas. Almost 
all countries having on 
average lower average 
travel times to high-level 
freight transport infrastruc-
ture than mean values for 
all NUTS3 in Europe 
(countries performing bet-
ter) belong to European 
Core: the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Denmark, the 
United Kingdom, Italy (es-
pecially northern areas), 
Luxemburg and Germany. 
Maritime countries show 
in general better freight 
connectivity values than 
landlocked countries.  

Average travel time to high-level freight transport 
infrastructure, per country. ICON formulation.
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7 European countries 
have at least 80% of their 
NUTS3 performing better 
than European connec-
tivity average to freight 
transport networks: Lux-
embourg, the Nether-
lands, Belgium, Denmark, 
the United Kingdom, Slo-
venia and Italy, mostly 
core and maritime coun-
tries. On the other side of 
the spectrum, 13 Euro-
pean countries have more 
than 80% of their NUTS3 
performing worse than 
average in terms of con-
nectivity to freight trans-
port networks, mostly 
Eastern and landlocked 
countries. 

% of NUTS3 in country which perform better and worse 
on freight indicators than European average
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50% of European population resides within 40 minutes or less (on average) of high-level freight 
transport infrastructure. This population is comprised in 22% of the European territory.   
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Figure 4.9. Access to high-level freight transport infrastructure by 5x5 grid cells 
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Figure 4.10. Access to high-level freight transport infrastructure by NUTS3 
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4.5 Availability of freight terminals 
 
Indicator name 

Availability of freight terminals 

Spatial context 

Regional 

Basic characteristics 

Freight (Europe-wide) 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

Raster, NUTS-3 

Origins 

Raster cell, NUTS-3 centroid 

Destinations 

Freight terminals 

Modes 

Road 

 

Description and rationale 

What amount of options do have regions with respect to freight logistic centres? By looking at 
road transport, it will be assessed which number of freight terminals can be reached within a 
lorry travel time of two hours maximum. A wider definition of freight terminals is used, including 
all transhipment points from one cargo mode to another. Thus, freight terminals used for this 
indicator comprise cargo seaports and cargo inland ports, airports with cargo turnover, freight 
villages, and specific road-rail interchange terminals. Freight terminals are not only important 
employers, but all the more they act as gateways for the local and regional economy to market 
their products national, Europe or worldwide, and to obtain fabricated materials from world 
markets for producing their own products. Successful freight terminals are thus considered as 
triggers for the regional economy. 

Equation 

For each raster cell the travel time to all freight terminals will be calculated. If the travel time is 
less than 120 minutes, the destination is within reach and is added to the number of destina-
tions. 

Details on the indicator calculation 

In a first step the travel time from each raster cell of the 2.5x2.5 km grid system to all freight 
terminals will be calculated, and the number of destinations within 120 minutes will be summed 
up. In a second step, the raster results will be aggregated to NUTS-3 level as averages. 

Database 

The trans-European road network, the raster grid (origins) as well as the location of the freight 
terminals in Europe (destinations) are taken from the RRG GIS Database. Relevant road fer-
ries are included in this database. The NUTS-3 region layer obtained from ESPON Database 
Project was updated in different aspects. 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The range of numbers of freight terminals throughout Europe is quite significant. While many 
areas have access to one or two terminals (mainly coastal areas), most accessible areas in 
Europe have access to more than 120 freight terminals within 120 minutes travel time (Figure 
4.11). The latter ones are concentrated in the Benelux countries, Rhine-Ruhr area and Rhine-
Main area in Germany, as well as in Northern Italy (Torino). Other important logistic regions are 
the Greater Stockholm area, the area between Turku and Helsinki, the coastal area between 
Oslo and Copenhagen, Greater Paris area, and the Midlands area in England (Liverpool, Man-
chester, and Sheffield).  

Furthermore, main inland waterway axes such as Rhine, Danube and Elbe corridors, and the 
canal systems in North Germany including main seaports of Bremerhaven and Hamburg, and 
the further canal system in East Germany all the way to Odra river, also provide high accessi-
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bilities for the regions due to its dense network of inland ports. 

In contrary, there are also large territories that do not have access at all to any freight terminal. 
Such areas are mainly sparsely populated, landlocked hinterland regions in Scandinavia, 
France, Portugal and Spain as well as the Balkans. Aggregates at NUTS-3 level (Figure 4.12) 
hide these inner peripheries, as they are levelled out through averaging. 

Results of this indicator confirm the expectation that the Benelux countries and West Germany 
are the main logistic turntables in Europe. Interestingly, with some exceptions the correlation of 
this indicator with potential population indicator is significant, supporting the assumption that 
logistic activities follow population concentrations. 
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Figure 4.11. Availability of freight terminals, lorry, grid 
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Figure 4.12. Availability of freight terminals, lorry, NUTS-3 
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4.6 National potential accessibility freight 
 
Indicator name 

National potential accessibility freight 

Spatial context 

European 

Basic characteristics 

Freight 

Generic type 

Potential accessibility 

Spatial level 

NUTS3 regions 

Origins 

NUTS3 regions 

Destinations 

NUTS3 regions in the same 
country of origins 

Modes 

Road 

 

Description and rationale 

The indicator is a construct of two functions: 

 attractiveness of NUTS3 regions of the same country measured by their Gross Domes-
tic Product  

 generalised cost needed to reach destination regions from the origin regions using a 
given mode 

This indicator allows to identify a ranking of the regions according to their proximity to the 
higher levels of national economic activity. Regions with a high potential accessibility have 
more opportunities to arrange a spatially distributed value chain in the domestic economy, have 
more alternatives in terms of national supply and demand market and so on. 

Equation 

INDimg = ΣjNJ  GDPj
α GTCijmg

-β 

Where: 

NJ = NUTS3 zones belonging to the some country of zone i  

GDPi = Gross Domestic Product of NUTS3 zone j  

GTCijmg = Generalised cost (in €/ton) to reach zone j from zone i using mode m for handling 
category g 

α,β = Calibration parameters 

Details on the indicator calculation 

The travel time for each NUTS3 to NUTS3 origin-destination pair is computed by means of 
modelling assignment. The model search for the most convenient path based on the general-
ised cost of the consignment, i.e. the monetary travel cost plus the equivalent of travel time in 
monetary terms. Resting time for truck drivers is considered in the calculation. Resting times 
depend on the truck trip duration as reported in the following table: 

 

 Travel time (h) Resting time (h) added to OD travel time 

 <=13 0 

 >13 and <=26 11 

 >26 and <=39 22 

 

The value of the indicator depends on the calibration parameters α,β. As usual the α parameter 
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is set to 1 (i.e. the attractiveness of the ports is measured by the pure value of their interconti-
nental throughput). The β is set to 0.8 as this value has proved to provide the most convincing 
distribution of values across zones. 

The mapped values are ratios with respect to the average. For each country the own average 
has been considered and each country has been considered as an island, i.e. accessibility to 
neighbouring regions of other countries has not been considered. 

Database 

NUTS-3 region boundaries come from (ESPON database). Road transport network comes 
from the TRANS-TOOLS model. Data about GDP by NUTS3 zone is taken from the ESPON 
database with some integrations from TRANS-TOOLS database and from EUROSTAT. The 
definition of maximum driving time is taken from VOSA (Vehicle & Operator Services Agency), 
namely from the document “Rules on Drivers’ Hours and Tachographs, Goods vehicles in the 
UK and Europe” 

Spatial pattern and main observations 

The spatial pattern of the indicator shows very clearly the position of the economic heart of 
each country. This heart corresponds to the capital region in most countries, but there are re-
markable exceptions like Germany – where the highest potential accessibility is in the western 
part – or Italy – where the highest potential accessibility belongs to the northern regions.  

As shown in the graph below, the differences among regions are smaller or larger country by 
country. The average level of GDP per capita does not seem correlated to the variability. In-
stead, smaller differences are found especially in smaller countries closer to central Europe –
e.g. Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, Lithuania – while larger differences show up mainly in 
bigger peripheral countries – Norway, Turkey, Finland. There are some exceptions. Iceland is 
an exception as it is the most peripheral but also the most homogenous country (but it includes 
just two NUTS3 regions). Croatia is an exception, being a small and not too peripheral country 
but with significant variability.  
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Figure 4.13. National potential accessibility freight
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5  Regional accessibility indicators for case studies 

 

5.1 Access to regional centres 

 
Indicator name 

Access to regional centres 

Spatial context 

Case studies 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

LAU2 / raster cells 

Origins 

LAU-2 / raster cells 

Destinations 

Regional centres (cities larger 
than 50,000 inhabitants and 
NUTS3 capitals) 

Modes 

Road // Public transport 

 

Description 

For a given municipality, proximity to an urban centre is relevant in terms of labour supply and 
services provide (banking, education, health care, commerce, leisure, etc). 

For each LAU2, minimum travel times by road and by public transport are calculated to the 
closest regional centre. Regional centres are defined in TRACC as LAU2 units with more than 
50.000 inhabitants or being NUTS3 capitals. This threshold has already been used in the litera-
ture as reflecting urban centres being able to articulate territorial networks around them of con-
siderable size (e.g. Dijkstra and Poelman for DG Regio in 2008)1. 

Equation 

iregionalCenti LAUTravelTimeA 2Re   

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each LAU2, minimum travel times by road and by public transport are calculated to the 
closest regional centre. Travel time is the output of the calculation of shortest paths from each 
LAU2. 

Speeds on the road network defined for each case study and each link to represent real driving 
speeds in the network.  

Speeds on the public transport network defined according to the following criteria, when real 
information on transport services is not available: 

 Rail: commercial speed of services are used, which include time spent in programmed 
stops. Therefore, speed does not only reflect the physical features of the link. 

 Bus: simulated introducing reduced speeds on the road network taking into account 
average commercial speeds and average frequency of services 

Database 

The population of regional centres is obtained from local statistics institutes.  

Spatial pattern 

For the Czech Republic case study, the analysis reveals significant geographic differentiation 

                                    
1 Dijkstra,L and Poelman,H. (2008); Remote Rural Regions. How proximity to a city influences the performance of 
rural regions. European Union Regional Policy. 
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of communities in respect of time accessibility. On one hand they highlight the hinterland of all 
agglomerations where the mobility of residents is of significance (dominated by commuting to 
work, school and services). Disparities in time accessibility are affected by the current state of 
the road infrastructure in the Czech Republic. In the map, radial express and high-capacity 
roads can be observed in the hinterland of Prague, in particular. On the other hand the results 
show the most distant and peripheral areas located primarily at the borders with Poland (Krko-
noše and Jeseníky Mts.) and Bavaria (Šumava Mts.). There are also so-called inner peripher-
ies in the Czech Republic, which can be found around the borders of the NUTS3 regions 
(mainly around the Central Bohemian Region and between Bohemia and Moravia). These ar-
eas are predominantly characterised by the decline in the resident population and other socio-
economic indicators of a below-average level. Here, the important factor is the transport-related 
exclusion of the residents. This is for example the interface of the Central Bohemian and South 
Bohemian Regions or the border between the Pardubice and Vysočina Regions. 

Time accessibility by communities of the nearest regional centre with more than 50 000 resi-
dents via public transport shows a similar spatial pattern as the previous map. The main differ-
ence is the size of the hinterland with time accessibility of up to 30 minutes and its concentric 
shape resulting from the lower transportation speed of public mass transport (PMT). The re-
sults also show much more peripheral communities where travelling by public transport takes 
more than 80 minutes. For most of these communities it is typical that there is an above-
average number of vehicles in households as it partially compensates for the insufficient offer 
of PMT. Although the Czech Republic has a relatively good and stabilised offer of public trans-
port (compared to other European states), competition from private vehicles is very important 
and more and more people prefer to commute by car instead of public transport. Nevertheless, 
integrated transportation systems have been introduced to most areas around regional me-
tropolises in the Czech Republic and the position of public transport in the hinterland of large 
regional centres is very strong. On the other hand, the transport-related exclusion of variously 
disadvantaged groups of residents of peripheral communities (considered in terms of transport) 
is becoming a significant threat for the future 
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Figure 5.1. Travel time by car to closest regional centre from each LAU2, in minutes 
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Figure 5.2. Travel time by public transport to closest regional centre from each LAU2,  

in minutes 
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5.2 Daily accessibility of jobs 
 

Indicator name 

Daily accessibility of jobs 

Spatial context: 
Case studies 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

LAU2 / raster cells 

Origins 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Destinations 

LAU2 / raster cells closer than 
60 minutes 

Modes 

Road // Public transport 

 

Description 

The “accessible jobs” indicator is defined as the amount of activity reachable from each LAU2 
in less than 60min travel time. Using 60 minutes as a threshold for the daily accessibility indica-
tor seems reasonable as it can be considered to represent maximum daily commuting time 
(Marchetti 1994) 

Equation 

 iji
j

ji LAUTravelTimejJobsA 2min;60:, ,    

Details on the indicator calculation 

Travel time is the output of the calculation of shortest paths from each LAU2. If a given LAU2 is 
reachable with a travel time below 60 minutes, the number of jobs in that LAU2 will be consid-
ered. Otherwise, it will be omitted.  

When labour markets are integrated, jobs supply in neighbouring municipalities to the case 
study region may also be considered as destinations.  

Speeds on the road network defined for each case study and each link to represent real driving 
speeds in the network.  

Speeds on the public transport network defined according to the following criteria, when real 
information on transport services is not available: 

 Rail: commercial speed of services are used, which include time spent in programmed 
stops. Therefore, speed does not only reflect the physical features of the link. 

 Bus: simulated introducing reduced speeds on the road network taking into account 
average commercial speeds and average frequency of services 

Database 

The number of jobs in each LAU2 is obtained from local statistics institutes when possible, or 
estimated when data is not available from regional activity rates 

Spatial pattern 

The Northern Italy area is rich of economic activities spreading over most of its territory rather 
than concentrated in a few spots, even if the density of activities (as well as of population) is 
especially high in the sub-region surrounding the metropolitan area of Milan. As result of this 
level of density, nearly one half of zones and two thirds of population can reach more than 1 
million of jobs in less than one hour by car. Only a small share of population, living in a minority 
of zones mainly located in mountain areas, can reach less than 100,000 jobs within 60 min-
utes.  

Accessibility by public transport follows basically the same pattern of jobs accessibility by car, 
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but with a distribution shifted downwards, i.e. the number of workplaces that can be reached 
within 60 minutes by public transport is generally lower than by car.  

The difference of accessibility patterns among different territorial typologies is important. On 
average, accessibility in urban agglomerations is several times larger than in remote areas. 
Another advantage of urban areas is that public transport accessibility is not always worse than 
car accessibility. Instead, in intermediate zones the difference is much larger and moving by 
public transport means a clear drop in median accessibility.  
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Figure 5.3. Jobs accessible by car within 60 minutes 
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Figure 5.4. Jobs accessible by public transport within 60 minutes 
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5.3 Regional potential accessibility 
 

Indicator name 

Regional potential accessibility to population 

Spatial context 

Case studies 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Potential 

Spatial level 

LAU2 / raster cells 

Origins 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Destinations 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Modes 

Road // Public transport 

 

Description 

Potential accessibility is based on the assumption that the attraction of a destination increases 
with its utility and declines with distance or travel time or travel cost to it. Therefore both size 
and distance of destinations are taken into account. The population potential is calculated as 
the sum of people in destination areas weighted by the travel times to go there.  

In order to evaluate the different locations within a region from the viewpoint of economic ac-
tors, e.g. firms assessing the regional labour market, or retail industries assessing the market 
area, the population potential of each municipality or raster cell within the case study region is 
calculated.  

Equation 

)(f)(g ij
j

ji cWA   

iji
j

ji LAUjTravelTimePopulationA 2;),·exp( ,     

With    α = 1 and β = 0,035  

Details on the indicator calculation 

In general terms, accessibility is a construct of two functions, one representing the activities or 
opportunities to be reached and one representing the effort, time, distance or cost needed to 
reach them: 

)(f)(g ij
j

ji cWA   

where Ai is the accessibility of area i, Wj is the activity W to be reached in area j, and cij is the 
generalised cost of reaching area j from area i. The functions g(Wij) and f(cij) are called activity 
functions and impedance functions, respectively. They are associated multiplicatively, i.e. are 
weights to each other. 
 
For accessibility potential, the impedance function is a negative exponential function of the 
form  

)(exp)( ijij ccf   

 
This equation can be transformed to calculate the beta parameter: 

ij

ij

c

cf ))(ln(
  

The beta parameter can be calculated for different travel times which should be used as a 
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weight of 0.5 for the impedance function. The table below presents different travel times for the 
halftime value, the resulting beta and also resulting travel times at which the weight of the im-
pedance functions will be 0.75, 0.25 and 0.1. 

 

Halftime 
value cij 

(minutes) 

β parame-
ter   

cij (minutes) if f(cij) equals 

0.75 0.25 0.1 

5 0.138629 2.1 10.0 16.6 

10 0.069315 4.2 20.0 33.2 

15 0.046210 6.2 30.0 49.8 

20 0.034657 8.3 40.0 66.4 

30 0.023105 12.5 60.0 99.7 

45 0.015403 18.7 90.0 149.5 

60 0.011552 24.9 120.0 199.3 

 

To read an example from above: a halftime value of 20 minutes, i.e. a destination 20 minutes 
travel time apart, would be weighted with 0.5 of its size and would result in a beta of 0.034657. 
Applying this beta would mean that destinations 8.3 minutes away would be weighted by a fac-
tor of 0.75 and destinations 66.4 minutes apart would be weighted still with a factor of 0.1. Fig-
ure below shows the resulting weighting curves for the 7 different halftime values, respectively 
betas.  
 

 
 

Speeds on the road network defined for each case study and each link to represent real driving 
speeds in the network.  

Speeds on the public transport network defined according to the following criteria, when real 
information on transport services is not available: 

 Rail: commercial speed of services are used, which include time spent in programmed 
stops. Therefore, speed does not only reflect the physical features of the link. 

 Bus: simulated introducing reduced speeds on the road network taking into account 
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average commercial speeds and average frequency of services 

 

Potential indicators are mapped in a standardised form, i.e. the regional average is set to an 
index value of 100. Regional averaging is done as a population weighted average, not as mu-
nicipality weighted average. 

Database 

Population of LAU2 units is obtained from local statistics institutes. 

Spatial pattern 

In Finland, the dominance of a few cities in the South, particularly the capital region, forms the 
major pattern in the regional accessibility potentials. The centre-periphery polarisation in 
Finland is particularly evident. Only the accessibility around regional centres is an exception to 
the pattern in remote peripheries. All municipalities in the Lapland region belong to the most 
peripheral category. Eastern regions are also characterised by low accessibility. The grid cell 
analysis also shows the significance of the main roads between the capital and major cities. 

Accessibility potentials by public transport are even more polarised than that by car. Absolute 
values show that car accessibility is generally better, as expected. The Oulu region is in the 
most accessible class by public transport. By grid cell map it is possible to notice how in terms 
of the land area, most of Finland is poorly accessible by public transport, while the population 
centres are served pretty well.  
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Figure 5.5. Potential accessibility to population by car 
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Figure 5.6. Potential accessibility to population by public transport  

(standardised on road average) 
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5.4 Access to health care facilities 
 

Indicator name 

Access to reference health care facilities 

Spatial context 

Case studies 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Travel cost 

Spatial level 

LAU2 / raster cells 

Origins 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Destinations 

Hospitals 

Modes 

Road // Public transport 

 

Description 

For each LAU2, minimum travel times by road and by public transport are calculated to the 
closest reference hospital. Travel times from each municipality show the spatial diversity in ac-
cess to important health care facilities. 

Reference hospitals are defined as those allowing at least for surgery, regardless of being pub-
licly or privately managed.  

Equation 

iHospitali LAUTravelTimeA 2  

Details on the indicator calculation 

For each LAU2, minimum travel times by road and by public transport are calculated to the 
closest reference hospital. Travel time is the output of the calculation of shortest paths from 
each LAU2. 

Speeds on the road network defined for each case study and each link to represent real driving 
speeds in the network.  

Speeds on the public transport network defined according to the following criteria, when real 
information on transport services is not available: 

 Rail: commercial speed of services are used, which include time spent in programmed 
stops. Therefore, speed does not only reflect the physical features of the link. 

 Bus: simulated introducing reduced speeds on the road network taking into account 
average commercial speeds and average frequency of services 

Database 

Hospital locations are obtained from regional databases.  

Spatial pattern 

In Spain, the public health system has seen a very important development in the last decades. 
Almost each NUTS4 capital is provided with a public hospital (county hospitals). In Catalonia, 
the regional administration has provided with hospitals to 30 of the 41 counties (73%). In the 
Valencia autonomous community and in the Balearic islands, the sanitary endowment is also 
high. 

The levels of accessibility to hospitals are much better than those of accessibility to regional 
cen-tres, reflecting that hospital endowment is made available to municipalities under wider 
criteria than established by ESPON TRACC to consider regional centres (cities larger than 
50.000 in-habitants and capitals of NUTS3). 39% of population lives within 15 minutes to hospi-
tal (vs 18% to regional centres), 81% of population lives within 30 minutes (vs 52% to regional 
centres), and 95% of population lives within 45 minutes (vs 78% to regional centres). The terri-
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torial pattern shows a higher territorial homogeneity than the pattern for accessibility to regional 
centres, re-vealing the important role county hospitals in the case study region 

The pattern obtained with public transport is similar to the one obtained by private transport, 
but the influence of hospitals in the territory is more limited, especially in most peripheral re-
gions. Ex-amples of this are for instance Requena -in the backcountry of Valencia- or in Vielha 
and Tremp in the Catalan Pyrenees. 16% of population lives within 15 minutes of a hospital 
using public transport, 47% within 30 minutes, 74% within 45 minutes, and 88% of the case 
study population lives within 1 hour from a hospital. 
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Figure 5.7. Car travel time to next hospital 
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Figure 5.8. Public transport travel time to next hospital 
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5.5 Availability of secondary schools 
 

Indicator name 

Daily accessibility of secondary schools 

Spatial context 

Case studies 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Cumulated opportunities 

Spatial level 

LAU2 / raster cells 

Origins 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Destinations 

LAU2 / raster cells at less 
than 30 minutes 

Modes 

Road // Public transport 

Database 

Each partner to determine for its case study 

Description 

Do I have access to secondary schools in reasonable travel time and do I have a freedom of 
choice to select between different options? For each municipality or raster cells travel time con-
tours of 30 minutes travel time by road and by public transport are calculated, and it is checked 
how many secondary schools are reachable within this travel time. 

Equation 

min30:, ,  ji
j

ji TravelTimejchoolsSecondarySA  

Details on the indicator calculation 

Travel time is the output of the calculation of shortest paths from each LAU2. If a given LAU2 is 
reachable with a travel time below 30 minutes, the number of schools in that LAU2 will be con-
sidered. Otherwise, it will be omitted.  

Speeds on the road network defined for each case study and each link to represent real driving 
speeds in the network.  

Speeds on the public transport network defined according to the following criteria, when real 
information on transport services is not available: 

 Rail: commercial speed of services are used, which include time spent in programmed 
stops. Therefore, speed does not only reflect the physical features of the link. 

 Bus: simulated introducing reduced speeds on the road network taking into account 
average commercial speeds and average frequency of services 

Database 

The number of schools in each LAU2 is obtained from local statistics institutes or public ad-
ministration databases when possible, or estimated when data is not available from regional 
school to population ratios 

Spatial pattern 

Secondary schools in the Czech Republic are mainly situated in communities of at least micro-
regional importance (about 10.000 residents and more). However, secondary school students 
cannot drive a passenger vehicle to get to school before they are 18 and, therefore, the maps 
show rather theoretical opportunities of the accessibility of secondary schools. The highest ac-
cessibility of secondary schools within the range of 30 minutes is of course in the hinterland of 
the largest Czech agglomerations (Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Olomouc etc.). Judging by accessi-
bility, communities in the hinterland of the agglomerations in the eastern part of the Czech Re-
public (Brno, Olomouc, and Ostrava) have a larger potential than communities in Bohemia. 

The results of accessibility by public transport show a significantly lower number of secondary 
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schools within the 30-minute time accessibility. It is even possible to identify several dozens of 
communities which do not have any secondary schools within the 30-minute distance. In par-
ticular, this is the case of border communities and, surprisingly, of some inland areas (in so-
called inner peripheries) which are distant from major residential centres. Again, the highest 
number of available secondary schools is in Prague and its hinterland, in the area of basin dis-
tricts in North Bohemia and in the major agglomerations in Moravia (Brno, Olomouc, and Os-
trava). In terms of travel behaviour it is necessary to point out that most secondary school 
commuters use public transport. 
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Figure 5.9. Number of secondary schools accessible by car in less than 30 minutes from each 
LAU2 
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Figure 5.10. Number of secondary schools accessible by public transport in less than 30 minutes 
from each LAU2 
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5.6 Potential accessibility to basic health care 
 

Indicator name 

Regional potential accessibility to basic health care 

Spatial context 

Case studies 

Basic characteristics 

Travel 

Generic type 

Potential 

Spatial level 

LAU2 / raster cells 

Origins 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Destinations 

All LAU2 / raster cells 

Modes 

Road // Public transport 

 

Description 

What is my locational quality with respect to basic health care? Using doctors as a destination 
activity in a potential accessibility indicator allows assessing the relative distribution of health 
care provision of different areas within the case study region.  

Potential accessibility is based on the assumption that the attraction of a destination increases 
with its utility and declines with distance or travel time or travel cost to it. Therefore both size 
and distance of destinations are taken into account. The health care potential is calculated as 
the sum of doctors in destination areas weighted by the travel times to go there.  

Equation 

)(f)(g ij
j

ji cWA   

jTravelTimeDoctorsA ji
j

ji   ),·exp( ,  

With    α = 1 and β = 0,046  

Details on the indicator calculation 

In general terms, accessibility is a construct of two functions, one representing the activities or 
opportunities to be reached and one representing the effort, time, distance or cost needed to 
reach them: 

)(f)(g ij
j

ji cWA   

where Ai is the accessibility of area i, Wj is the activity W to be reached in area j, and cij is the 
generalised cost of reaching area j from area i. The functions g(Wij) and f(cij) are called activity 
functions and impedance functions, respectively. They are associated multiplicatively, i.e. are 
weights to each other. 
 
For accessibility potential, the impedance function is a negative exponential function of the 
form  

)(exp)( ijij ccf   

 
This equation can be transformed to calculate the beta parameter: 

ij

ij

c

cf ))(ln(
  

The beta parameter can be calculated for different travel times which should be used as a 
weight of 0.5 for the impedance function. The table below presents different travel times for the 
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halftime value, the resulting beta and also resulting travel times at which the weight of the im-
pedance functions will be 0.75, 0.25 and 0.1. 

 

Halftime 
value cij 

(minutes) 

β parame-
ter   

cij (minutes) if f(cij) equals 

0.75 0.25 0.1 

5 0.138629 2.1 10.0 16.6 

10 0.069315 4.2 20.0 33.2 

15 0.046210 6.2 30.0 49.8 

20 0.034657 8.3 40.0 66.4 

30 0.023105 12.5 60.0 99.7 

45 0.015403 18.7 90.0 149.5 

60 0.011552 24.9 120.0 199.3 

 

To read an example from above: a halftime value of 20 minutes, i.e. a destination 20 minutes 
travel time apart, would be weighted with 0.5 of its size and would result in a beta of 0.034657. 
Applying this beta would mean that destinations 8.3 minutes away would be weighted by a fac-
tor of 0.75 and destinations 66.4 minutes apart would be weighted still with a factor of 0.1. Fig-
ure below shows the resulting weighting curves for the 7 different halftime values, respectively 
betas.  
 

 
Speeds on the road network defined for each case study and each link to represent real driving 
speeds in the network.  

Speeds on the public transport network defined according to the following criteria, when real 
information on transport services is not available: 

 Rail: commercial speed of services are used, which include time spent in programmed 
stops. Therefore, speed does not only reflect the physical features of the link. 

 Bus: simulated introducing reduced speeds on the road network taking into account 
average commercial speeds and average frequency of services 
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Potential indicators are mapped in a standardised form, i.e. the regional average is set to an 
index value of 100. Regional averaging is done as a population weighted average, not as mu-
nicipality weighted average. 

Database 

The number of doctors in each LAU2 is obtained from local statistics institutes or public ad-
ministration databases when possible, or estimated when data is not available from doctor to 
population ratios 

Spatial pattern 

There are marked differences in the accessibility potential to basic health care in Finland. In the 
South-Western Finland, the potential accessibility to medical doctors by car is relatively good, 
while the situation is considerably worse in the eastern and northern parts of Finland. This is 
related to the longer distances and lower availability of medical services in the peripheral parts 
of the country. 

The analysis of accessibility potential by public transport provides a very similar picture. The 
accessibility potential is good in the south-western part of Finland and in the biggest municipali-
ties, while remaining low in regions poorly served by public transport  
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Figure 5.11. Potential accessibility to medical doctors by car 
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Figure 5.12. Potential accessibility to medical doctors by public transport 
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